The Mark A. Berkley Undergraduate Research Endowment
Application for Support

Please provide the information below and submit one printed copy to the Academic Advising Office (A209 PDB) by February 12th at 4:00 PM.

Applicant Information (write NEATLY)

Name: ________________________________________________
Email: ________________________
Phone: ________________________
Faculty supervisor: ______________________________________________

Description of project. Project description should be no more than 5 double-spaced pages (using 12-pt. font). Be sure that description includes: 1) brief overview of relevant literature and what this project adds to existing scientific literature, 2) overall goals of the project, 3) specific hypotheses to be tested, 4) methods for testing the hypotheses (be as specific as possible without proposal going over limit), 5) data analyses to be conducted, and 6) implications that might emerge from this research.

Funding. Provide a detailed breakdown of how the funds will be used. Breakdown and justification for funding should be 1-2 pages. If equipment is to be purchased, then a written quote from an FSU approved vendor is required. All awarded funds must be spent by the end of the following fiscal year.

Amount ($) requested: _________________

Applicant signature: _________________________________ Date: ____________

To be completed by faculty: Indicate how this proposal will be paid for in the event that it is NOT funded by this award. Then, sign and date below.

___ This proposal will be paid for by the student submitting the proposal. 
___ This proposal will have to be modified so that it fits within an existing funded project.
___ Other (please explain)

Faculty signature: _________________________________ Date: ____________

Do NOT write below, for Committee decision only.

Committee decision: No funding  Partial funding  Full funding
Funding amount:_________